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This second volume examines the religion and structure of Islamic society. Bernard Lewis draws on

a broad range of Islamic literature, including books on religious sects, politics and economics,

philosophy and science, travel, biography and literary works, and even bureaucratic records from

such disparate sources as the postal service and the judiciary. Comprehensive and cogently

translated, these documents bring into sharp focus aspects of a world long neglected by Western

historians.
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"Lewis...is an illuminating, authoritative guide. This collection supplies a vital part of world history

long lacking in Western scholarship on this period."--Christian Science Monitor"Excellent companion

to any textbook on Islamic history."--Mona Russell, MIT

Text: English (translation) Original Language: Arabic --This text refers to an alternate Paperback

edition.

This old reader -- published in 1974 as volume two of a set; volume one on history and battles, is

out of print -- gains in interest with each passing explosion.Muslim apologists detest Bernard Lewis

(see the review of this volume by "A reader" for confirmation). Among the traditionalists, this is

understandable. But the self-described moderates and modernizers dislike him just as much, not

realizing what this says about the flimsiness of their modern mask.What Muslims of so many



opinions hate about Lewis is that he applies critical historical and linguistic methods to their myths.

This threatens to be as corrosive of some of those myths as the same method was of Christianity,

monarchism and any number of other myths where western scholars have used it.Of all Lewis'

books, "Islam" should be the most acceptable to them, since it consists almost entirely of

translations, with very little -- insufficient, in my opinion -- commentary.Most of these ancient

documents were in Arabic, with a few in Turkish and Persian and a couple in Hebrew.Lewis

comments that the remains of written records from the early centuries of Islam are comparatively

scanty, and what do exist have not been systematically collected and translated, unlike the huge

compendiums of Greek and Latin.It is impossible not to be impressed by the energy invested in

spreading the doctrines of Mohammad so far and wide in the early years. Or not to marvel at how,

within less than two centuries, the theologians managed to shut down further discussion.

Christianity, by contrast, was just beginning to fight its doctrinal battles when it was 200 years

old.Plus, the Muslims had simultaneously to devise practical rules for government, whereas

Christianity eventually just took over a functioning government and bureaucracy. Thus, the section

on business is one of the longest in the book.How this was done can be traced in the first two

sections on religion and on "heresy and revolt." (In strict doctrine, as Lewis notes, Islam does not

allow for heresy. In practice, it does.)The remaining sections give a glimpse into how life was lived,

whether in accordance with or in disregard for religion. There is travel literature; a very interesting

section on Arab racism, which would appeal to any Nazi; something about relations between the

sexes (almost entirely from the man's viewpoint); slavery.Nothing about art and little about literature.

There are only a few scraps of poetry, which is a bit of a surprise, since poetry is regarded by the

Arabs as their supreme art, and it was also highly respected by Turks and Persians.The last section

is perhaps the most interesting. It includes selections from Arab and Persian joke books. These

amount (sometimes) to a wry commentary on the doctrines exposed in the earlier sections. Reading

them is rather like studying Russian jokes in the Communist era to learn what the masses really

thought.Among the insights I found in these extracts:Female genital mutilation was, at this period,

regarded by Arabs as an odd, alien custom of the Bujjas, an African people. (The Bujjas also

excised young men's nipples, a practice not adopted by Muslims.)Avicenna, the "great" Arab

philosopher so admired by Christian Europe, was a self-proclaimed ignoramus.Ibn Batutta, the

much-admired traveler, was a raving Jew-hater and proud of it."The Arabs . . . never had a king who

could . . . control their fools."

This is not Bernard Lewis's best work, but it still retains the unbiased, scholarly yet readable style of



his previous efforts. He is unflinching - which upsets many zealots - in his analysis and lacking in

apologist platitudes, but without honesty, there can be no literature.I hope he continues to document

Middle Eastern history uneffected by political and religous fundamentalism. The literature of history

needs him.

Bernard Lewis is a racist, anti-Muslim, Anti-Arab writer. I do not recommend any of his work. I find

his work to be not accurate, and offensive.
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